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HIDDEN MOUNTING EXPLANATION:
Shown at left is the stock mounting bolt at the
front of bed. Note the bed strip has an extra
mounting hole for mounting bolt. This hole is

eliminated when using "hidden mounting"
Bed is secured to frame from underneath
with bolt (E) coming up through bracket (D)
(#0234.see pg 109) into the Hidden mounting
crossmember (0230-HD) which has a tap
instead of the sleeve (B). The center x-mem-
bers (0232-HD) also have threads welded
inside, bolt goes through the frame from
underneath into threads.
Wood sets on top of front bed Panel

flange, under side flanges.
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BED WOOD KlT, clenn RED oAK, with correct routed
edges. Tail end of bed wood NOT routed, nicer installation, we like to
set end cap above wood and bed side flange. see also End Cap.

With hold down bolt holes countersunk for stock mounting or
Without hold down bolt holes, for hidden underbed mounting.

RED OAK WITH MOUNTING HOLES . .021s-WH
RED OAK NO MOUNTING HOLES .. .0215-NH
also available in White Oak, call,.usually about 65.00 more.

EXOTICS,Walnut,Cherry,etc. .. ......BIG.$$
Additional shipping for wood . .ADD .

Do ityourselfdimensions .....justask........Free

Wood goes over flange of front panel, under flange of bed
sldes.

Note we do NOT indent ends of bedwood. We like the look better
lnstall end cap over bed flange instead of under,
Now it is more leval with strips and

Grind down bed flange a tiny bit if you need to push
the cap back to clear gate. lf left on top, it chips, see pict.

Eliminates that dust catching crack .

Now it is more leval with strips.
rid of gap, and hole, just imagine how much dust will come

flying up through this!
lf you just must have original, ask for End Rout . . . . .$20.00 add.

HEAT PROTECTOR, Guards your wood from harmful exhaust heat.

attaches under floor above exhaust,comes with hardware

FIT BEDWOOD BEFORE APPLYING FINISH
As with ANY body part, Bed wood must be pre-assembled for proper fit

before adding finish. We suggest assembling for fit and predrilling any holes
before applying finish as this protects the wood.

No allowances for bedwood can be made after finish is applied.
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